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Evidence of a glass transition induced by rigidity self-organization in a network-forming fluid

Adrián Huerta and Gerardo G. Naumis
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~Received 2 July 2002; published 13 November 2002!

A Monte Carlo method is used to simulate the competition between the molecular relaxation and crystalli-
zation times in the formation of a glass. The results show that nucleation is avoided during supercooling and
produces self-organization in the sense of the rigidity theory, where the numbers of geometrical constraints due
to bonding and excluded volume are compared with the degrees of freedom available to the system. Following
this idea, glass transitions were obtained by producing self-organization, and in the case of geometrical
frustration, self-organization is naturally observed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a liquid melt is cooled, usually two things can ha
pen: the melt crystallizes or, if the speed of cooling is hi
enough to avoid equilibrium, a solid without long-range o
der ~a glass! is formed. This last process is known as t
glass transition~GT!, and although is very important from
the fundamental and technological point of view, there
still many unsolved questions related to it.1 Not all materials
are able to form glasses, and many criteria have been
posed in order to explain the ability of a material to reach
glassy state.2 The temperature where the GT occurs is cal
the glass transition temperature (Tg). Many factors deter-
mine theTg , but among these, the chemical composition
fundamental. Chalcogenide glasses~formed with elements of
the VI column! are very useful for understanding the effec
of the chemical composition.3 In fact, Tg can be raised or
lowered by adding impurities, and the fragility of the gla
can be changed from strong to fragile.4 Recently, by using
stochastic matrices,5,6 the empirical modified Gibbs
DiMarzio law that accounts for the relation betweenTg and
the concentration of modifiers7 has been obtained, includin
the characteristic constant that appears in the law for alm
any chalcogenide glass.8

The ease of glass formation in covalent glasses can
explained at least in a qualitative way by the rigidity theo
introduced first by Phillips9 and further refined by Thorpe.10

By considering the covalent bonding as a mechanical c
straint, within this theory, the ease of glass formation is
lated to the proportion of available degrees of freedom
the number of constraints. If the number of constraints
lower than the degrees of freedom, there are zero-freque
vibrational modes called floppy,11 and the resulting network
is underconstrained. A transition occurs when the lattice
comes rigid, and at the corresponding chemical composit
the glass is easy to form. Many features of this transit
have been experimentally observed.3,12 Also, one of the au-
thors proposed that rigidity can be related to the statistic
the phase-space energy landscape,13 since the number o
floppy modes is equal to the number of different configu
tions of the system with nearly equal minimal energies13 and
thus is a way to evaluate the function that gives the num
of minima energy basins.14

In a recent paper, Thorpeet al.15 remarked that in rea
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glasses, even though formed at relative high temperatu
where the entropic effects are dominant, it is not correc
fully ignore energetic contributions which can favor partic
lar structural arrangements over others~e.g., in a binary sys-
tem chemical aggregation between unlike particles favors
cal chemical aggregation!. One interesting question that the
address is how the structure itself can incorporate non
dom features in order to minimize the free energy at
temperature of formation. They answer this question by p
posing that the structure can self-organize, avoiding stres
the randomly formed network.15 In the literature exists ex-
perimental evidence for self-organization in glasses;16 this
evidence has been associated with the intermediate p
proposed by Phillips.17,18 In previous work,19 we observed
that in a model of an associative fluid~the Cummings-Stell
model!, some thermodynamics features can be associ
with a rigidity transition, and in particular, it was shown th
a glass transition occurs very near to the rigidity transitio
Also, we showed that using the Monte Carlo~MC! step as a
time parameter in anN-P-T ensemble, we were able to con
trol the cooling rate of a liquid melt in a qualitative way. I
this work, we go further by looking at the self-organizatio
properties in the Cummings-Stell~CS! model, using a MC
computer simulation in a grand canonical~GC! ensemble.
Compared with theN-P-T ensemble, the GC ensemble h
the advantage of reaching equilibrium faster,20 given the op-
portunity to visit a wider range of equilibrium and nonequ
librium phases. In order to talk about the thermodynam
properties of these phases, we base our assumptions in
fact that their lifetime is larger than the observation tim
~averaged time!.21 This time is also larger than the molecul
relaxation time, which we can adjust by tuning the MC ste
of single-particle movements and the MC steps of the form
clusters movements. As a consequence, the slower a liqu
cooled, the longer the time available for configuration sa
pling at each temperature and hence the access to the h
geneous nucleation which leads to crystallization. We po
out that this nucleation produces stress in the obtained st
ture, as a counting of floppy modes reveals. As a counterp
the faster the liquid is cooled, there is less time available
homogeneous nucleation and hence less stress is produc
the structure, inducing a local self-organization. This fram
work allows us to address the question of what are the st
tural and thermodynamic properties of self-organized str
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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A. HUERTA AND G. G. NAUMIS PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 184204 ~2002!
tures and how they behave as the system is cooled. With
in mind, we perform MC simulations where configuratio
that produce stress in the system are rejected, in a sim
way to that proposed by Thorpeet al.15 for studying rigidity
self-organization. As we will see, our results are in agr
ment with Ref. 15, since the avoidance of stress biases
system to a glass state. The layout of this work is as follo
in Sec. II we introduce the model to be used, in Sec. II
method for indirect controlling of the various relaxatio
times is introduced, and in Sec. IV we discuss the effec
self-organization. Finally, in Sec. V the conclusions of t
work are given.

II. MODEL

We choose a simple model of an associative fluid:
Cummings-Stell model~CSM! of a two-component system
(A andB) of associating disks in two dimensions~2D!, both
of the same size.19 The particles interact via a potential pe
mitting core interpenetration of theA andB monomer disks,
so that the bond lengthL is less than the core diameters.
Without loss of generality we assumes51. The interactions
are given as follows:

Ui j ~r !5Ui j
hd~r !1~12d i j !Uas~r !,

UAA
hd ~r !5UBB

hd ~r !5H `, r ,1,

0, r .1,

UAB
hd ~r !5UBA

hd ~r !5H `, r ,L20.5w,

D, L20.5w,r ,1,

0, r .1,

Uas~r !5H 0, r ,L20.5w,

2«as2D, L20.5w,r ,L10.5w,

0, r .L10.5w,

where i and j stand for the species of the particles and ta
valuesA andB. r is the separation between centers,L is the
bonding distance, andw is the width of the attractive intrac
ore square well~Fig. 1!. The model allows the formation o
dimer species for small values of the bonding length para
eter, the formation of chains, if the bonding length is sligh
larger, and also vulcanization with fixed maximum coordin
tion number for different bonding length values close to
diameter of particles, as shown in Fig. 1. In order to be a
to fix a maximum coordination number in each simulatio
we takeD→` as was done before in other works.19,22,23This
choice has the effect that unlike particles avoid bond leng
betweenL10.5w and 1, and thus coordinations higher than
desired maximum are not allowed. Numerically, this con
tion means that in the MC simulations, we never consi
bond distances in the previous range. The corresponding
ues for each maximum coordination number are given
Table I.
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III. GLASS TRANSITION BY CONTROLLING
RELAXATION TIMES

We start by pointing out that a supercooled liquid phase
metastable with respect to the crystalline state, and this
percooling can be achieved if nucleation is inhibited duri
cooling.21 One way of inhibiting nucleation is by performin
a rapid quench of the liquid; in these terms, two characte
tic timest1 ~the time required for crystallization! andt2 ~the
time corresponding to molecular relaxation! compete be-
tween crystallization and vitrification.21 In this work, we
simulate this effect in two different ways, which we wi
show that at the end turn out to be very similar: one is to
the MC steps as a time parameter in the GC ensemb24

where we tune the ratio betweent1 and t2 in an indirect
way, by controlling the ratio between steps of particle a
cluster rearrangements, since the first is the most impor
factor for molecular relaxation, while the second optimiz
crystallization. The second way which we observed t
leads to supercooling is the self-organization of rigidity,
we will see in the next section.

To implement supercooling using the MC steps by in
rect control of the relaxation times, we use a GC Metropo
Monte Carlo method.25 The procedure has two nested loop
In the inner one, the particles are moved inside the volu
and an interchange of particles with the particle reservoi

FIG. 1. Cummings-Stell model.~a! Max. coordination one,~b!
two, ~c! and three.

TABLE I. Parameters of the CS model that fix the maximu
coordination of the particles as used in this work. The notation
r means a complex of particles with maximum coordinationr max.

r max L w

cpx 3 0.65 0.1
cpx 4 0.78 0.1
cpx 5 0.91 0.1
4-2
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EVIDENCE OF A GLASS TRANSITION INDUCED BY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 184204 ~2002!
allowed. This loop is performedNm times. The particle
movements inside the volume allow us to rearrange
structure, and thus this is related to the molecular relaxa
of the structure (t2). In the outer loop, cluster rearrang
ments and the average of the thermodynamical quantities
performed, each time thatNm cycles of the inner loop are
finished. The external loop is related to crystallization, sin
cluster movements promote the growth of bigger clusters
is clear that ifNm is high enough, the probability of havin
local cluster nucleation is high, and thus cluster moveme
allow us to form a crystal by successive aggregation of sm
clusters. WhenNm is small, the local configurations are n
in equilibrium, and hence the cluster movements promote
generation of a random network.

In Fig. 2, we show the results of the inverse density (r21)
against reduced temperature@T* 5(b«as)

21# for severalNm
cycles which simulate differentt2 times. In this figure, we
fixed the parameters of the CSM that allows as maxim
coordination four ~cpx4!, L50.78,w50.1, restricted to
equimolar concentrationbmA5bmB520.4. Finally, after
eachNm steps of the inner cycle, we allow the possibility
one cycle cluster rearrangement. In order to simulate
same cooling rate with severalt2 times, we fix the outer
cycle for 100 steps during the quasiequilibration run a
2000 times for a productive run. In such a way, we avera
over the same number of configurations for each differe
Nm . As can be seen, forNm51500 a crystallization is ob
served, while for the other values, a glass transition is
tained, as is revealed by the figure and by a direct inspec
of the resulting structures. In all the procedure, MC steps
controlled to have an acceptance ratio between 20%
30%.

An interesting observation is that the fraction of partic
with maximum coordinationx4 depends strongly onNm . In
Table II, we show this fraction against temperature for
same simulations presented in Fig. 2. When the crysta
formed,x4 is nearly 1, while for the supercooled liquid at th

FIG. 2. Inverse of the density (r21) as a function of the scaled
temperature (T* ) for different values ofNm .
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same temperature,x4 remains at the same order of magn
tude. We can understand this effect as follows: if full therm
equilibrium of the system is not allowed, it is not possible
access the global minimum of the energy potential,26 and
hence the nucleation is prohibited, with the consequence
the supercooled liquid is structurally arrested at a finite te
perature and restricted to explore the configurational sp
correspondent to a single basin in the energy landscape
the next section, we use this idea to relate this observa
with the self-organization of rigidity.

IV. GLASS TRANSITION BY THE SELF-ORGANIZATION
OF RIGIDITY

The fact that the maximum coordination is not achiev
for most of the particles in the supercooled liquid means t
inhibiting nucleation is a natural way of inhibiting crystall
zation, as was discussed in the Introduction. This simple i
can be put in contact with the rigidity ideas of Phillips17 and
Thorpe.11 As we mentioned before, in this theory, the abili
for making a glass is optimized when the number of freed
degrees, in this case 2N, whereN is the number of particles
is equal to the number of mechanical constraints (Nc) that
are given by the bond length and angles between bonds

(2N2Nc)/2N gives the fraction of cyclic variables of th
Hamiltonian and also corresponds to the number of vib
tional modes with zero frequency (f ), called floppy modes,
with respect to the total number of vibrational modes. T
counting of floppy modes in a mean field, known as Maxw
counting, goes as follows: since each of ther bonds in a site
of coordinationr is shared by two sites, there arer /2 con-
straints due to the distance fixing between neighbors. If
angles are also rigid, in 2D there are (r 21) constraints, to
give,

f 5
2N2Nc

2N
512

^r &
4

2(
r

~r 21!xr ,

where the last term corresponds to the angular constraintsx r
is the fraction of particles with coordinationr, and^r & is the
average coordination number, defined as

TABLE II. Fraction of maximum coordinated particles as
function of the reduced temperature (T* ) and molecular relaxation
time, controlled by the parameterNm .

T* Nm512 Nm540 Nm5150 Nm51500

0.40 0.0011 0.001 13 0.0025 0.0019
0.38 0.0046 0.001 03 0.0053 0.0040
0.36 0.0022 0.004 04 0.0043 0.0079
0.34 0.0007 0.012 87 0.0152 0.0188
0.32 0.0077 0.016 77 0.0495 0.0591
0.30 0.0108 0.043 76 0.1353 0.9395
0.28 0.0258 0.053 91 0.1538 0.9786
0.26 0.0366 0.051 38 0.2229 0.9666
0.24 0.0725 0.074 17 0.3100 0.9487
0.22 0.1057 0.083 55 0.3292 0.9622
0.20 0.1116 0.077 62 0.3496 0.9617
4-3
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A. HUERTA AND G. G. NAUMIS PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 184204 ~2002!
^r &5(
r

rxr .

A rigidity transition occurs whenf 50 and the system passe
from a floppy network to a rigid one. Iff is a negative num-
ber, i.e., if there are more constraints than degrees of f
dom, the lattice is overconstrained andf is the number of
stressed bonds. In 2D, the rigidity transition leads to
critical value^r &52.0 if all angular constraints are consid
ered and^r &54.0 if the angular restoring forces are n
strong.

Within the Cummings-Stell model, rigidity comes from
the association of particles: each bond generates a const
and the angular constraints are only produced by geomet
hindrance; i.e., the angles between particles can change w
out a cost in energy, but within certain limits imposed by t
restriction of the hard-core interaction between like particl
as shown in Fig. 3. For maximum coordination 4, this mea
that only sites with coordination 4 have a contribution
angular constraints. It is true that sites with coordination
and 3 in principle should provide extra angular constrain
since the hard-core interaction gives a minimum angle
tween particles. However, the angles are not fixed and t
have a wide region to allow particle movements, and thus
not contribute to the restriction counting.

Taking into account the geometrical hindrance of t
model, the number of floppy modes is now given by

f 512
^r &
4

2(
r

d rr max
~r 21!xr ,

wherer max is the maximum allowed coordination, andd rr max

is a Kronecker delta. From here, it is clear that when in
cluster we have a site with maximum coordination, rigid
rises since thed function is different from zero and mor
constraints are added that overconstrain the cluster. T
sites with maximum coordination nucleate rigidly and pr
duce stress in the lattice. For example, in a crystal with
ordination 4,x451 and f 523/2, which means that the lat
tice is overconstrained. According to Phillips, whenf 50, it
is easy to form a glass, since the material is neither overc
strained~which produces explosive exothermic crystalliz

FIG. 3. Counting of angular constraints in the Cummings-S
model. A cluster of two particles has no angular constraints, s
one of the particles can rotate 360° around the other, while
cluster with coordination 4 the angle between particles is fix
which leads to three angular constraints.
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tion due to strain energy27! nor underconstrained~leading to
the formation of a molecular crystal!, the system is trapped
in a configurational limbo,27 where fluctuations do not pro
vide a pathway to the crystalline phase.

Furthermore, in the last section we have shown that
fraction of particles with maximum coordination is in clos
connection with the molecular relaxation time, which
other words means that to form a glass, nucleation of st
must be prevented. From our previous results, we can
serve that the probability of formation of a nucleated stru
ture is small due to the high molecular relaxation time. W
decided to follow these ideas by proceeding in the oppo
way than in the last section; i.e., we inhibit rigidity nucle
ation by rejecting configurations with maximum coordin
tion and then we see if we are able to bias the system
glassy state in such a way that we simulate long molec
relaxation times. Observe that rejecting configurations t
produce stress is the same process of self-organization
was considered by Thorpeet al. in order to form stress-free
lattices.15 In that sense, we look if self-organization of rigid
ity is able to produce a glass transition. This kind of simu
tion is usually called a biased Monte Carlo simulation.28

To study the effect of self-organization, we made the sa
MC procedure described in the previous section, but withNm
fixed to the value that gives crystallization (Nm51500). The
only difference with the previous case is that now we rej
particle movements that produce a site with maximum co
dination.

In Fig. 4, we present the behavior of the inverse of t
density (r21) as a function of the reduced temperatureT*
5(b«as)

21, with the condition that allows a maximum o
four neighbors~cpx4!, restricted to equimolar concentratio
bmA5bmB520.4 ~open squares!. As the temperature is
slowed down, we can observe a continuous decrease inr21.
However, for reduced temperatures lower that 0.30, a ju
in r21 is observed when all the configurations are allowe

ll
e
a
,

FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 2 for the case of stress-free nuclea
for a system with maximum allowed coordination 4~cpx4!, with
and without stress~squares and dashed squares!. We include a simu-
lation for maximum coordination 3~cpx3! with stress.
4-4
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EVIDENCE OF A GLASS TRANSITION INDUCED BY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 184204 ~2002!
This jump corresponds to the crystallinelike phase transit
as can be argued by the shape of the transition, from
inspection of the configuration obtained, and by the rad
distribution function. Due to the fact that it is possible
keep the system without stress, we develop the same s
lation as before but rejecting in the simulation every config
ration that contains a particle with coordination 4. The resu
are presented in Fig. 4 with dashed squares. In that case
system remains as a supercooled fluid. Moreover, the sys
cannot form a crystal structure as occurs in the simulatio
which we allow stress, and thus do not present a usual p
transition; instead a glasslike transition is observed. Th
results shows that self-organization of rigidity is able to p
duce a glass.

An important remark is that avoiding configurations wi
maximum coordination is not equivalent to considering
CSM without self-organization but with a lower maximu
coordination. For example, in Fig. 4 we plot the results o
simulation without rejection for a CSM that allows max
mum coordination 3~cpx3!. As can be seen, the model als
presents crystallization.

In Fig. 5, we present the results for the same kind
simulation but for a system that allows maximum coordin
tion 3 ~cpx3!. As can be seen, the rejection of stressed c
figurations also leads to a glasslike transition.

Now we turn our interest to the condition of maximu
coordination 5~cpx5!, as shown in Fig. 6. As can be seen,
this case the glass transition is produced even when
stressed configurations are not rejected. This fact can be
derstood in terms of rigidity in the following way: whe
r max55, it is impossible to have a crystal due to geomet
frustration at an equimolar conditionbmA5bmB520.4 and
x5!1. Since the rigidity transition without angular restri
tions occurs only when̂r &54, most of the configurations d
not produce stress and the system behaves freely~i.e., we do
not need to reject any configuration! as a self-organized sys

FIG. 5. Inverse of the density (r21) as a function of the scaled
temperature (T* ) for maximum coordination 3 with and withou
stress~triangles and dashed triangles!.
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tem. In this sense, geometric frustration induces s
organization of the system. As a corroboration of this fact
Fig. 7 we show the number of floppy modes as a function
the average coordination number, using the Maxwell cou
ing. We remark that each coordination corresponds to a
tain temperature of the simulation. For example, at high te
peratures, all models with different maximum coordinati
fall in the same line, since in the liquid the probability o

FIG. 6. Inverse of the density (r21) as a function of the scaled
temperature (T* ) for maximum coordination 5~cpx5! with and
without stress~pentagons and dashed pentagons!. For comparison
purposes, we include a simulation of cpx4 without rejecting co
figurations~squares!.

FIG. 7. Number of floppy modes as a function of the coordin
tion number (̂ r &) for each of the models with different maximum
coordination number.
4-5
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A. HUERTA AND G. G. NAUMIS PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 184204 ~2002!
nucleation is very low. However, for the cases of cpx5, cp
and cpx4 without stress, all simulations fall again in the sa
line even for low temperatures, since self-organization me
that the clusters grow without angular constraints~stress
free!. When this line is extrapolated tof 50, we obtain^r &
54, which is the value for a rigidity transition without an
gular constraints. If angular constraints are allowed,
simulations for low temperatures falls outside the line de
mined by self-organization, and the rigidity transition occu
at lower values of̂ r &. Finally, we can compare these resu
to the floppy mode counting made for the glass transit
using the method of tuning the different relaxation times.

FIG. 8. Number of floppy modes as a function of^r & for several
Nm relaxation times without rejecting any configuration.
nd

st
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Fig. 8, we present the number of floppy modes as a func
of ^r &. As can be seen, whenNm is high, there is a transition
of rigidity due to nucleation, while for lowNm the system
tends to stay in the line of self-organization.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have explored the connection betwe
the self-organization of rigidity and the supercooling of
liquid to form a glass. By considering an associative flu
model, we showed that the competition between two diff
ent characteristic times—molecular relaxation and crysta
zation times—can be modeled using a MC simulation, wh
the number of cycles between particle and cluster move
controlled. The results of these simulations suggested
nucleation is avoided during supercooling and produces s
organization in the sense of the rigidity theory. This idea w
also tested by making MC simulations but avoiding stres
configurations. As a result, we were able to produce gl
transitions using self-organization. In a model~cpx5! with
geometrical frustration, this self-organization is provided
geometry, and thus the glass transition occurs without rej
ing configurations. All of the results of this article are
agreement with the idea of Phillips that the glass transitio
related to rigidity due to the lack of a pathway
crystallization.27 Many of these facts can also be studi
form an energy landscape point of view, as we will show
future works.
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